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Management science and organization theory is thriving, as evidenced by thousands of popular and 

academic publications exploring the subject, as well as a great number of conferences held in recent 

years. Every year new (and fashionable) concepts and theories are created and POS (Positive Organizational 

Scholarship) is among the most popular ones. Despite the advancement of the discipline, its current 

condition is criticised and considered disappointing This dissatisfaction stems from frustration caused 

by conflicting expectations of the community, i.e. business and other stakeholders, and of researchers 

themselves, and the impossibility of satisfying these demands. Failure to fulfil contradictory expectations 

generates legitimacy problems, which is problematic considering that any activity is easier and more 

satisfying when it enjoys the recognition of its community (Hensel, 2017). We address these problems 

in our analysis by discussing POS as one of the most significant movements in the twenty-first-century 

management research. We present the basic assumptions of POS along with some major threats connected 

with POS development, such as 1) baroque and grandiloquent language and style that may direct 

attention to minor problems of organizations and degenerate into a great narrative of novelty and total 

innovativeness of the concept, or 2) the tendency to neglect the complexity of organizational processes. 

In order to avoid these pitfalls and overcome current limitations, we suggest here possible directions for 

the further development of POS, such as more comparative studies, including more countries in research 

projects, or constant effort toward a better operationalization of key constructs.

Keywords: Positive Organizational Scholarship, negative organizational phenomena, management research.

Negatywno  kontrapunktuje pozytywno , czy te  na odwrót?
Dyskusja na temat Positive Organizational Scholarship

Nades any: 07.08.19 | Zaakceptowany do druku: 21.09.19

Nauki o zarz dzaniu i teoria organizacji prze ywaj  rozkwit, o czym wiadcz  tysi ce popularnych i nauko-

wych publikacji, a tak e konferencje po wi cone tej tematyce. Ka dego roku powstaj  nowe (i modne) 
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koncepcje oraz teorie, a Positive Organizational Scholarship (POS) jest w gronie tych najpopularniejszych. 

Jednocze nie, pomimo zaawansowania tej dyscypliny nauki, jej obecny stan jest krytykowany i uwa-

any za rozczarowuj cy. Niezadowolenie wynika z frustracji spowodowanej sprzecznymi oczekiwaniami 

spo eczno ci, tj. biznesu i innych interesariuszy, w tym samych badaczy oraz niemo liwo ci spe nienia 

tych oczekiwa . Niespe nienie sprzecznych oczekiwa  powoduje z kolei trudno ci z legitymizacj , co 

generuje dodatkowe problemy, ka da bowiem dzia alno  jest atwiejsza i bardziej satysfakcjonuj ca, 

gdy cieszy si  uznaniem (por. Hensel, 2017). W niniejszym artykule podejmujemy prób  rozwi zania 

tych problemów, analizuj c POS jako jeden z najbardziej znacz cych nurtów w badaniach prowadzonych 

w zarz dzaniu w XXI wieku. Prezentujemy podstawowe za o enia POS wraz z g ównymi zagro eniami 

zwi zanymi z jego rozwojem. W ród tych drugich znajduje si  wyszukany i górnolotny j zyk oraz styl, 

które mog  skierowa  uwag  w niew a ciw  stron , utrudniaj c przerodzenie si  tego nurtu w wielk  

narracj  o wymiarze nowo ci i innowacyjno ci, a tak e potencjalna tendencja do zaniedbywania z o ono ci 

procesów organizacyjnych. Aby unikn  tych pu apek i przezwyci y  obecne ograniczenia, sugerujemy 

mo liwe kierunki dalszego rozwoju POS, takie jak wi kszy nacisk na badania porównawcze, prowadzone 

w wi kszej liczbie krajów, a tak e d enie do w a ciwej operacjonalizacji kluczowych konstruktów.

S owa kluczowe: Positive Organizational Scholarship, negatywne zjawiska organizacyjne, badania 

w naukach o zarz dzaniu.

JEL: M10, M12

1. Introduction

Management research and organization theory seem to be thriving: every 
year witnesses more scientific journals, a growing number of scientific and 
popular publications, a great number of conferences, and the large popular-
ity of managerial education, not to mention the formalization of its stan-
dards. This growing popularity has a shadier side with the “mass production” 
of studies and publications. Paradoxically, despite the development of the 
discipline, scholars often criticize its current condition as disappointing 
(Barley, 2015; Birkinshaw et al., 2014; Davis, 2015; Glinka, 2018; Hensel, 
2017). One of the main reasons for this dissatisfaction stems from the 
frustration caused by the conflicting expectations regarding management 
and organization theory voiced by the community and researchers; thus, 
different groups of stakeholders. It is nearly impossible for the discipline 
to satisfy these conflicting expectations, so it generates legitimacy issues, 
which are problematic, considering that any activity is easier and more sat-
isfying when it enjoys proper recognition (Hensel, 2017). Management and 
organization theory are usually defined as practical disciplines that – at the 
empirical level – ought to address challenges currently faced by business and 
simultaneously offer solutions that can be readily applied in business. This 
definition adds a new dimension to the discipline’s legitimization process, 
making it even more complex.

In this context, researchers constantly search for theories and concepts 
that would be interesting, valuable, accepted, and recognized; preferably 
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by different groups of stakeholders like other researchers, publishers, and 
practitioners. Some of these explorations lead to the crafting of ready-
made solutions for managers, others lead to theory development. In both 
cases, researchers may seek inspirations in different disciplines and actu-
ally borrow some ideas and theories to incorporate them in management 
science(Oswick, Fleming, & Hanlon, 2011).

Positive Organizational Scholarship (POS) seems to be one of the most 
viable tendencies in the field that, on the one hand, extensively borrows 
from psychology and, on the other hand, addresses the needs of various 
stakeholders. POS is an umbrella concept that covers a variety of theories 
and research streams, which generally focus on the positive traits, phe-
nomena, and processes that appear in the organizational setting (Cameron 
et al., 2003; Cameron & Spreitzer, 2012; Quinn, 2015). Although labels 
used to name this concept constantly evolve – as scholars begin to call it 
Positive Organizations, Positive Management, and Positive Business – this 
paper will keep to the abbreviation POS as the most recognized notion in 
the management science community.

Our paper presents different facets of POS, beginning from an introduc-
tion of POS, its genesis, and its nature in management research. The next 
part assumes a skeptical disposition when presenting some of the drawbacks 
and threats connected with POS. In conclusion, we outline the actual and 
possible impact of POS on the development of management research. We 
build on POS publications and its extensive criticism (Ehrenreich, 2009; 
Fineman, 2006; Roberts, 2006) to add new critical arguments to the ongoing 
debate and offer possible directions for development, which could allow 
scholars to minimize the pitfalls and weaknesses of POS.

2. The Nature of Positive Movement in Management Science

Since 2003, there is a growing movement of management scholars for 
analyzing positive processes, traits, and phenomena in organizations. The 
movement was legitimized and institutionalized in the form of a dedicated 
research center by researchers from the University of Michigan as the Center 
for Positive Organizational Scholarship; now relabeled Center for Positive 
Organizations. In February 2004, Harvard Business Review announced Posi-
tive Organizational Scholarship as the breakthrough idea of 2004 (HBR, 
2004).

Positive Organizational Scholarship is an umbrella concept that covers 
a variety of theories and research streams focused on positive phenomena, 
processes, and traits of organizations and their members. In particular, 
POS focuses on organizational dynamics characterized by prosperity, excel-
lence, resourcefulness, resilience, and nobility (Cameron et al., 2003). POS’s 
domain includes research on positive culture, positive ethics and virtues, 
positive leadership, positive meaning and purpose, positive practices, and 
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positive relationships in organizational settings (Cameron & Spreitzer, 2012; 
Gli ska-Newe  & Stankiewicz, 2013; Zbierowski, 2012).

Among other sources, POS is inspired by positive psychology, which 
arose from the need to balance traditional psychology. Notably, POS shifted 
researchers’ interests from human deficiencies and mental weaknesses to 
sources of happiness and wellbeing (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; 
Seligman et al., 2005). Among key assumptions of positive psychology is the 
belief that the focus on strengths rather than weaknesses is the right way 
of building happiness and success. Weaknesses are things that we cannot 
really change while we all can develop their strengths. Moreover, the focus 
on weaknesses may paradoxically reinforce them and make them true. On 
the other hand, the focus on strengths may reduce weaknesses and make 
them less relevant (Cameron & Spreitzer, 2012).

While the positive movement in psychology instituted a substantial shift 
in perspective, the change was not so large in management studies, although 
significant. In fact, management scholars always focused on how organiza-
tions can become more successful, profitable, and prosperous. Therefore, the 
POS vector toward positivity in organizations means mostly an enhancement 
of specific fields of interests that already exist in the field of management 
science. We should mostly seek the reasons for the emergence of POS in 
the fact of previous underappreciation of specific problems in research. 
Even if positive phenomena like job satisfaction, team spirit, or trust were 
focal in management studies, scholars still investigated their relevance from 
the perspectives of profitability, organizational efficiency, or competitive 
advantage (Gli ska-Newe , 2017). Thus, the main contribution of POS lays 
in drawing attention to the importance of various factors of individual well-
being and happiness as leading to organizational prosperity and flourish-
ing. This research stream seeks to explain why and how positive emotions, 
feelings, and other states experienced by organizational members lead to 
the better performance of their organizations. There are various ideas POS 
contributed to management theory, for instance the positive upward spiral 
(Fredrickson, 2003; Hakanen, Perhoniemi, & Toppinen-Tanner, 2008), which 
explains the continuum of mutual and development-supportive influences 
among individual, group, and organizational phenomena and processes that 
are positive in nature.

In Poland, research based on Positive Organizational Scholarship con-
centrates in the works of scholars from the Nicolaus Copernicus University 
(Gli ska-Newe  & Karwacki, 2018; Gli ska-Newe  & Stankiewicz, 2013) 
and the Katowice University of Economics (Zbierowski, 2012).

3. Is There a Negative Side of the Positive Approach?

One of the authors of this paper was initially extremely skeptical toward 
Positive Organizational Scholarship. This negative disposition mainly 
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stemmed from the exposure to mostly mediocre papers and poor studies in 
POS. In the case of this scholar, the lack of deeper understanding resulted 
in rejection and criticism. But at some point, the same author was asked 
to serve as a co-speaker during a scientific seminar “Counterpoints,” with 
POS as its central topic. The main speaker was the other co-author, who 
specializes in this field. At this point, it became clear that the knowledge gap 
must be filled, enforced by the strong belief of the POS specialist that her 
competencies will legitimize the field in the eyes of the skeptical co-speaker. 
This process resulted in a much more balanced perception, although some 
concerns remain. Undoubtedly, the concept of POS provoked a deeper 
reflection of both co-authors, which was the initial inspiration for this paper.

As a fashionable umbrella concept that embraces many different ideas 
and research streams, POS may seem very attractive to many researchers 
who seek potentially interesting topics that also sell well. The consequences 
of this attractiveness vary greatly: beginning from the growing body of valu-
able research and ending with a considerable amount of superficial papers 
that aim at catching the novelty of the phenomenon. But this phenomenon 
– the concentration of fashion-followers – is neither unique for POS nor its 
only weakness. It may be considered one of the forms of a phenomenon 
typical for organization and management theory that Rhodes and Pullen 
call “neophilia” (Rhodes & Pullen, 2010). Below, we present the main areas 
of criticism along with the major limitations and weaknesses of Positive 
Organizational Scholarship.

Undoubtedly, one of the reasons of POS’ popularity is its concentration 
on people and their (positive) emotions in organizations. That constitutes 
a real strength of this approach, as many other approaches and theories, 
even claiming to be human-centred, in fact offered depersonalized visions 
of organizations and their functioning. Thus, even though POS is far from 
perfect, we should still consider it as a potentially fruitful vision of manage-
rial and organizational processes.

Traditionally, the criticism of POS was built around two major arguments 
(Gli ska-Newe , 2017): its naivety (Ehrenreich, 2009) and one-sidedness 
(Fineman, 2006). The first argument stresses negative consequences for 
POS’s users like organizations or individuals (employees, managers, etc.). 
The second argument emphasizes consequences for researchers who may 
be biased and attracted by only partial understanding of organizational 
phenomena.

The question rises whether naivety and one-sidedness are the only major 
weaknesses of the POS approach. On the one hand, these are not neces-
sarily weaknesses that are substantial and impossible to overcome, as we 
will demonstrate below. On the other hand, naivety and one-sidedness 
may be considered a starting point to a deeper analysis of other potential 
weaknesses and threats of POS’s application in management research. We 
believe that there are some major sources and areas of potential problems 
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connected with POS’s application in management research, among them 
some that attract our special attention:
• borrowing from different disciplines its accuracy, scope, and adjustment 

to specific needs of organization and management theory;
• neglecting “NOS” (i.e. negative organizational scholarship) and the 

negativity of organizational life;
• the problem of value added;
• the Americanization of content and form of research and communication;
• difficulties in balancing between scientific value and the practicality of 

research.
The abovementioned list gathers sources and areas connected with 

research, not with the potential practical application of results, even though 
the last element points in this direction. We will develop this last element 
further later below.

Most of the factors are strongly linked, for instance, putting negativity 
aside, we cannot analyze the borrowing and value added of POS separately. 
Moreover, some of the factors indeed are not specific to POS but rather 
characteristic of many other fashionable approaches in organization and 
management theory. However, there appear peculiarities that foreground 
POS both as an interesting and – partly – specific case. Let us analyze 
these factors a little more.

Organization and management theory extensively draws on concepts, 
theories, methods, and language of other disciplines (McKinley, Mone, 
& Moon, 1999; Oswick et al., 2011; Tsang & Kwan, 1999). This borrow-
ing is natural but may create rarely considered problems. Such problems 
occur especially with overreliance on borrowing (Oswick et al., 2011). As 
Oswick, Fleming, and Hanlon indicate (2011, p. 318), borrowing may limit 
the generation of original theories due to how and what we borrow: the 
predominance of particular patterns and types of borrowing. In the case of 
POS, the source of borrowing is not unique, as many powerful concepts in 
organization and management theory stem from psychology. POS also is 
an approach rooted in psychology and – more precisely – in positive psy-
chology, which some interpret as a “traveling theory” (Oswick et al., 2011, 
p. 323). Such theories require recontextualization that “involves a process of 
repacking, refining, and repositioning a discourse” for consumption within 
another scientific community (Oswick et al., 2011, p. 323). In the case of 
POS, the introduction of organizational context seems the most important 
part of this process. The question is whether this switch in the level of 
analysis from individual-oriented psychological constructs to organizational 
phenomena is justifiable and creates new opportunities for interpretation. 
Indeed, the switch is only partial, as individuals remain the main focus of 
POS. Oswick et al. (2011, pp. 332–333) contrast the one-way borrowing 
with blending, defined as a two-way exchange between two domains; in 
their opinion, blending is likely to bring more originality to the discipline. 
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At its current stage, POS seems a typical case of borrowing, which is not 
bad in itself. The key issue is whether POS can bring novel results and 
interpretations. We may doubt it, as organization and management theory 
are almost always dominated by the concentration on “the positive side.” 
Therefore, transferring concepts from positive psychology currently offers 
no effective blending and brings few novel elements.

This situation probes POS’s novelty and value added. This question is not 
new for POS (Roberts, 2006). Since organization and management theory 
is a positive science – with few exceptions – the simple explanation that 
positivity brings value added is unavailable. On the contrary, many scholars 
claim that management research lacks the deeper analysis of negative events 
like failures, pathologies, or faults (e.g. Glinka & Hensel, 2017; Meyer & 
Zucker, 1989; Pasieczny & Glinka, 2016; Samuel, 2010). Moreover, scholars 
often analyze mistakes as starting points for (positive) learning processes 
(Argyris, 1999; Edmondson, 2011).

Therefore, we demonstrate below that there is ample space to combine 
the positive and negative aspects of organizations. Such mixed perception 
seems particularly important in the case of studies and ideas that address 
organizations. Positive psychology’s assumptions mainly refer to the indi-
vidual level, while in management research organizational level is equally 
important, as it creates an environment for individual decisions, actions, 
emotions, and interpretations. Abusing negative practices may not only pro-
voke one-sided analysis and bias of researchers but also limit their ability to 
propose ideas that counteract negativity. The lack of negative components 
in organization and management research may counterbalance the benefits 
of wider introduction of positive analyses.

This situation does not mean, as mentioned above, that POS cannot 
bring any real new value to management research. It only means that 
POS’s position and reputation cannot effectively develop with claims about 
the need to bring new positive elements to research. These elements are 
already available, while the challenge remains to use them effectively and 
move beyond formulaic research (Alvesson & Gabriel, 2013). Alvesson 
and Sandberg (2013) claim that management research is dominated by 
gap-spotting approach, which usually leads to unimaginative research of 
little innovativeness. Imaginative research is particularly important wherever 
gaps are not obvious yet significant for theory-building, which often hap-
pens in the POS approach. Like in many other new fields, the challenge is 
to find true novelty – in concepts, interpretations, or reinterpretations of 
organizational life – and create meaningful, inspirational research (Alves-
son, Gabriel, & Paulsen, 2017).

As many ideas in organization and management research, POS is 
a USA-centered approach. It means that its fastest development in terms 
of studies and publications occurs in the USA and among American com-
panies. American business culture naturally forms a foundation for studies 
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and interpretations. This Americanization results in the limited scope and 
potential adaptation problems but also in a specific language, used espe-
cially whenever scholars wish to demonstrate the practical utility of the 
concept (Spicer, 2018). Like numerous fashionable approaches in manage-
ment research, POS emphasizes the applicability of its concepts. One of the 
possible results is exaggeration: a temptation to show every new approach 
(like POS) as a real breakthrough and leap forward in management theory 
and practice (Alvesson, 2013; Alvesson & Gabriel, 2013). This tendency 
finds reinforcement in the scientific community and among editors who 
seek to publish novelties and require from authors such justifications of 
their papers (Hensel, 2017). Alvesson (2013) calls such phenomena “gran-
diosity” and “window dressing” and claims they are typical for many fields. 
Grandiosity is a product of the narcissism of our times (Lasch, 1980), which 
affects critical reflection and undermines organizational performance and 
learning abilities (Alvesson & Gabriel, 2016). In turn, behind the façade of 
a nicely dressed window there may be an empty room, or just a room with 
standard furniture instead of innovative arrangements. This “inflation of 
labels” (Alvesson & Gabriel, 2016, p. 466) results in “a hyped-up language 
[that] is becoming endemic to ordinary discussion of ordinary organisations 
doing ordinary things” (Alvesson & Gabriel, 2016, p. 464). Such actions 
not only provoke criticism but also raise questions about the essence and 
role of science (Alvesson, 2013; Alvesson & Gabriel, 2013; Oswick et al., 
2011). Science that includes critical thinking and – sometimes – a dose of 
cynicism and irony seeks to provide new values (Alvesson & Gabriel, 2016; 
Oswick et al., 2011).

4. So, How Nicely Dressed Room Is Out There?

All above doubts are natural and, in fact, most welcome on the way 
to improve the ideas covered by the POS umbrella term. Let us address 
the main concerns.

Do positive management theories ignore the negative side of organiza-
tions with naivety and one-sidedness? In fact, it is the other way around. 
Researchers gathered around this vein of research emphasize that negative 
phenomena do exist. Moreover, negative phenomena have an even stronger 
impact on people, regardless whether it is in organizational settings or not, 
because people pay far more attention to negative events that touch them 
emotionally more strongly than positive events (Cameron, 2008). One nega-
tive event may overcome and destroy the effects of several positive events 
(Baumaister et al., 2001). It is apparent in the media, which present news 
dominated by catastrophes, scandals, or murders while ignoring most of 
positive events that happen every day. Even the authors themselves are 
great admirers of noir crime stories such as series about Eberhard Mock 
by Marek Krajewski.
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Thus, positive organizational scholars know of both the existence and 
impact of negative events. Although one needs many positive events to 
neutralize the effect of a single negative event, this is the essence of the 
positive stream of research, namely to prove that the stimulation of orga-

nizational positivity helps people overcome effects of potentially negative 
phenomena. The following story illustrates the above process and shows 
the genesis of POS by demonstrating that the need for focusing on positive 
elements arises from the awareness of the existence of negative elements 
in organizations.

The precursors of the POS movement in management studies – Jane 
Dutton, Kim Cameron, and Robert Quinn – in 2001 came up with the idea 
to organize a conference regarding issues absent from the mainstream of 
management science. At that time, Jane Dutton was especially focused on 
compassion in organizations, Kim Cameron researched forgiveness, while 
Robert Quinn – positive personal change. Preparations for the conference 
were disrupted by the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. Conference 
organizers wished to provide support for those who suffered because of that 
tragedy. They created a website entitled Leading in Trying Times, devoted 
to the presentation of how scientific theories of positive phenomena can 
strengthen and help people in such dramatic circumstances. A tremendous 
interest in the website both among scientists and practitioners manifested in 
online posts, reflections, and scientific studies, which proved the importance 
and legitimacy of establishing new streams of organizational research.

Until now, there appeared many efforts from POS scholars to capture 
the relationships between positive and negative phenomena, traits, and 
processes. It is not an easy endeavor, partly because measuring negative 
elements is even harder than measuring the positive ones. Nevertheless, 
there are trials to identify, for instance, links between positive and nega-
tive organizational behaviors represented by positive interpersonal relation-
ships, organizational citizenship behaviors (OCB), and counterproductive 
work behaviors (CWB; Gli ska-Newe , 2017; Gli ska-Newe  & Lis, 2016; 
Szostek, 2019).

But is there any novelty in all such efforts? Does borrowing from posi-
tive psychology bring any potential for significant contributions to theory 
development beyond management research? The answer to both questions 
is definitely positive. As we have already mentioned, POS promotes a dif-
ferent angle in organizational analyses. While it is true that management 
sciences have been always positive, POS reinforces this positivity by drawing 
researchers’ attention to the “positive deviance” (Cameron & Spreitzer, 
2012). In other words, research in this stream seeks to answer: why and 
how things go better than one has expected? Rather than asking: what can 
lead to results that are actually expected? Hence, POS discourse abounds 
in words that express states of excellence, such as flourishing, righteous-
ness, prosperity, or virtue.
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Concepts, theories and methods borrowed by POS from other disci-
plines – particularly psychology – lead to innovative findings. There are 
various examples but one is especially close to one of the authors of the 
current paper, that is, positive relationships at work. In general, inter-
personal relationships are of great value in every sphere of life and they 
have many common traits, regardless the sphere (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 
2005). However, relationships created at work have some peculiarities too 
(Gli ska-Newe , 2017). For example, friendships made with work colleagues 
are different than friendships made outside organizational settings (Lin-
coln & Miller, 1979). In an organization, employees have limited freedom 
of choice regarding potential friends. If they make them, their common 
activities concern work. Therefore, networks of friends at work are actually 
networks of decision-making, information-sharing, and resources mobili-
zation. Among non-work activities, work-friends mostly go together for 
lunch. Moreover, friendships made at work are less important than those 
in personal life, which are based on similarities; they can be easily built 
among people of different age, education background, or social class, which 
is rather rare in personal life (Berman, West, & Richter, 2002).

Moreover, research conducted following POS contributes to the develop-
ment of theories primarily embedded in management science. This is the 
case, for example, of work meaningfulness theory (Hackman & Oldham, 
1980; Kahn, 1990) enriched by POS scholars with the concept of job crafting 
(Wrzesniewski, 2003; Wrzesniewski & Dutton, 2001). Job crafting refers to 
employee initiatives to customize their work according to their needs, values, 
and abilities (Oldham & Fried, 2016). Going one step further, “positive” 
scholars propose the concept of flourishing, which means a state of opti-
mal human functioning, characterized by simultaneous growth, goodness, 
resilience, and generativity (Fredrickson, 2004). Flourishing conveys the 
unlocking of the full potential of individuals, determined, among others, 
by a sense of meaningfulness derived from work design.

Does it sometimes sound like an exaggeration? Yes, it does, especially 
in the ears of Central Europeans, such as Poles, culturally programmed 
for complaining rather than exalting, which additionally testifies to the 
USA-centeredness of POS. We may treat this as a weakness but may quite 
as easily be perceived as an advantage, an impulse for further development. 
Notably, there is need for bringing POS into the European research com-
munity. Actually, POS is less than twenty-years-old, which for both people 
and theories means immaturity. POS was born in the USA, so now is the 
time for it to visit the rest of the world.

5. Legitimate or Not? Theory and Practice

The growing popularity of POS and its incremental legitimization in 
management research stems from many factors, which come in two groups: 
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rational and opportunistic. The first group is more promising for the devel-
opment of theory. POS addresses important problems of individuals and 
organizations, as it brings promises of important theories, on the one hand, 
and better life with more effective organizations on the other. As we out-
lined above, there are many scholars who responsibly utilize this approach 
in advance management research.

The second group also influences legitimization, and it seems to be as 
important as the first one. New fashion lures many scholars willing to catch 
an attractive wave or fascinated by the selling potential of the message of 
positivity. Even if just a façade, mass attention enhances recognition, but 
it also increases the danger of grandiosity and neophilia. In time, such 
grandiosity may provoke criticism of the academic community.

These two facets of legitimization interact with each other and mirror 
typical dilemmas of balancing theoretical and practical sides of research. In 
the case of POS, we should particularly remember that one of its promises is 
the improvement of the well-being of individuals in organizations. Although 
research findings can be practically applied in various ways (Beyer & Trice, 
1982; Weick, 2016), important organization research stakeholders give top 
priority in instrumental usefulness, which can undermine the legitimacy 
of a discipline. Organization theory researchers cannot always ensure the 
expected instrumental usefulness of an idea, while the practical nature of 
organizational theory exposes it to criticism from other disciplines, not to men-
tion from within the discipline. This vicious circle exacerbates disappointment 
with the discipline’s current condition among both researchers and external 
stakeholders (Hensel, 2017). POS neatly exemplifies this phenomenon.

Both researchers and potential addressees of research like practitioners 
know the gap between the realm of research and the realm of popular-
ization. Bullinger et al. (2015) demonstrate that scientists who formulate 
recommendations for practitioners in popular science magazines usually 
abstain from referring to their own research in a given field. Questions 
explored in scientific research often has little in common with “real life” 
problems faced by managers. Moreover, empirical results do not provide 
a basis for formulating unambiguous practical recommendations. Another 
study shows that – even in the case of research areas in which scientific 
achievements could be used in practice – authors of popular literature ignore 
them, instead suggesting their own recommendations (Miller, Greenwood, 
& Hinings, 1997). To summarize, finding a balance between theoretical 
value and the possibilities of application is one of the challenges POS faces 
at this stage of its development.

6. The Future of POS: Opportunities and Limitations

POS is undoubtedly one of the most vivid tendencies in organization and 
management research at the beginning of the twenty-first century. However, 
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as every relatively young tendency or fashion, POS remains exposed to 
some threats and dangers that may limit its development.

We named some major threats above and want to summarize them 
here. First, POS uses a language and narrative that may be potentially 
attractive to readers but includes a very baroque, grandiloquent style. In 
fact, POS sometimes dangerously approaches something Spicer calls “busi-
ness bullshit” (Spicer, 2018). Second, such a language is part of a great 
narrative of novelty and total innovativeness. Even though POS’s pio-
neers were quite far from such narratives, some of its followers decided 
to use them to enhance their recognition and perceived innovativeness 
of theories. Third, a tendency to neglect complexity is also an important 
threat, even though POS is not designed to be one-sided, as we described 
above.

All these pitfalls may provoke an extreme reaction of acceptance or 
rejection, especially among the scientific communities. We claim that both 
extremes of POS are exaggerated, as there are both good and bad elements 
in the current POS debate. Instead of an ideologization of the debate, 
we suggest looking for real, not over-promised value and potential so as 
to create interesting explanations and theories. In order to avoid POS’s 
pitfalls and overcome current limitations, we propose solutions along with 
a reinforcement of certain tendencies:
– the continuation of research that operationalizes and allows scholars to 

measure the main theoretical constructs;
– the design and introduction of more comparative studies and projects 

designed in a complex way (e.g. including negativity); these studies may 
show and use POS as a way to overcome the negative aspects of orga-
nizational life that should not be neglected;

– the constant development of internationalization of POS to cover cases 
in Europe, Asia, and South America; it is a necessary step forward 
that will allow scholars to perfect the language/narrative and, most of 
all, culturally adjust POS findings and remove them from its Northern 
American center;

– the enrichment of POS vocabulary with less pathetic and pompous terms, 
which are more convincing for audiences beyond the USA and involve 
more criticism in analyses; if POS is perceived as a façade concept, its 
actual power wanes.
Some of the aforementioned recommendations are already becoming 

true. While POS initially began as a rather consistent and integrated stream 
of research, it recently became more distracted. Notably, communities of 
scholars interested in specific fields in the field of POS, like positive rela-
tionships at work, now gain independence and focus on elaborating their 
ideas. The positive approach is also increasingly more present in Europe, 
as manifested, among others, by appearance the of “positive” topics at the 
European Academy of Management Annual Conferences.
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Positive Organizational Scholarship is at an early stage of its develop-
ment. Fifteen years is a lot of time to formulate initial assumptions and 
propose new concept but may not be enough to create powerful theories, 
verify them, and perform longitudinal, internationally replicable studies. 
As a “travelling idea” that originated in positive psychology, POS seems 
perfectly suited to remain as a permanent fixture of organization and man-
agement studies. Nevertheless, as the process of legitimization advances, 
POS still oscillates between just another fashion or façade concept and 
a new, powerful tendency.
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